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An Elsner-Like Perturbation Theorem forGeneralized EigenvaluesG. W. StewartABSTRACTIn 1985 Elsner established a general bound on the distane between an eigen-value of a matrix and the losest eigenvalue of a perturbation of that matrix.In this note, we show that a similar result holds for the generalized eigenvalueproblem.Let A be a matrix of order n and let ~A = A + E be a perturbation of A. Elsner'stheorem [1℄ essentially states that if � is an eigenvalue of A, then there is an eigenvalue~� of ~A satisfying j~�� �j � (kAk+ k ~Ak)1� 1n kEk 1n ;where k � k denotes the spetral norm. The theorem is remarkable in several ways. It isgeneral, requiring no hypotheses about A or �. It puts no restritions on the size of E.The bound is ompletely symmetri in A and ~A. The ingredients in the bound an beomputed or bounded knowing only kAk and kEk. Finally, it is sharp in the sense thatthe exponent 1n of kEk is the best possible. The prie to be paid for this generality isthat for small E and for most matries the bound in unrealistially large|though byno means unuseful (see [2, 3℄).The purpose of this note is to prove an analogue of Elsner's theorem for the gen-eralized eigenvalue problem Ax = �Bx. Some of the nie features of Elsner's theoremwill have to go by the board. We will lose some symmetry and we will have to assumethat the pairs (A;B) and ( ~A; ~B) are regular in the sense de�ned below.We will begin by stating the generalized eigenvalue problem in projetive form. Wewill then disuss the metris we will use to measure distane between matrix penils andtheir eigenvalues. Next we will introdue a ondition that insures that a perturbationdoes not destroy regularity. The �nal preliminary is the introdution of the generalizedShur deomposition, after whih we will state and prove our version of Elsner's theorem.More detail on this bakground material an be found in [4, 5℄.We will all a pair (A;B) of n�n matries a matrix penil of order n. It is regular ifdet(�A� �B) is not identially zero.If (�; �) 6= 0 and det(�A � �B) = 0 we will all the set h�; �i = f(��; ��) : � 2 C g aneigenvalue of the penil. The advantage of this projetive representation is that h1; 0i,whih represents an in�nite eigenvalue of the penil is plaed on an even footing with1



2 Elsner's theorem for matrix penilsthe other eigenvalues. Note for later referene that if h�; �i is an eigenvalue of (A;B),then there is a nonzero eigenvetor x satisfying (�A� �B)x = 0.To measure the size of matrix (and salar) pairs we will use the normk(E;F )k =pkEk2 + kFk2;where on the right k � k denotes a the spetral norm or Frobenius norm. One reason forusing this norm is the following inequality:maxk(�;�)k=1 k�E + �Fk � k(E;F )k: (1)In fat, k�E + �Fk � j�jkEk + j�jkFk�pj�j2 + j�j2pkEk2 + kFk2 (by the Cauhy inequality)=pkEk2 + kFk2:Turning now to eigenvalues, we will measure the distane between the eigenvaluesh�; �i and h~�; ~�i by the hordal metri�(h�; �i; h~�; ~�i) = j�~� � �~�jk(�; �)kk(~�; ~�)k :The utility of this metri is that it, like the projetive representation, makes no distin-tion between �nite and in�nite eigenvalue.We now turn to the preservation of regularity under perturbations. Ideally we wouldlike to determine the smallest perturbation that makes the penil in question irregular.Unfortunately, this is an unsolved problem, and we must be ontent with a bound onperturbations that do not destroy regularity. One suh bound is the number(A;B) = maxk(�;�)k=1 �min(�A� �B); (2)where �min(X) denotes the smallest singular value of X. To see this, note that if (A;B)is regular (A;B) > 0. Now suppose k(E;F )k <  and let � and � maximize theright-hand side of (2). Then by (1), k�E � �Fk < �min(�A � �B), and hene by theShmidt{Ekart{Young{Mirsky theorem det[�(A + E) � �(B + F )℄ 6= 0, so that thepenil (A+E;B + F ) is regular.An important advantage of this measure is that it is insensitive to perturbations inits arguments. Spei�ally, it is easy to show that(A+E;B + F ) � (A;B)� k(E;F )k: (3)



Elsner's theorem for matrix penils 3We now introdue the generalized Shur deomposition. Spei�ally, if (A;B) isregular, there are unitary matries U and V suh thatUHAV = S and UHBV = Twhere S and T are upper triangular. The quatities h�ii; �iii are the eigenvalue of (A;B),whih an be made to appear anywhere on the diagonals of S and T . An importantonsequene of this form is thati � k(�ii; �ii)k � (S; T ) = (A;B): (4)For if not, we ould set �ii = �ii = 0 and render the penil (A;B) irregular by aperturbation whose norm is less than (A;B)|a ontradition.We are now in a position to state and prove our variant of Elsner's theorem.Theorem. Let (A;B) and ( ~A; ~B) = (A + E;B + F ) be regular matrix pairs, and leth�; i be an eigenvalue of (A;B), then there is an eigenvalue h~�; ~�i of ( ~A; ~B) satisfying�(h�; �i; h~�; ~�i) � kAk1� 1n k(E;F )k 1n(A;B) : (5)Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that (A;B) is in generalized Shurform with h�11; �11i = h�; �i. Let h~�; ~�i be the eigenvalue of ( ~A; ~B) that is losest toh�; �i in the hordal metri, and assume that k(~�; ~�)k = 1. Thenjdet(~�A� ~�B)j(A;B)n = j~��11 � ~��11j(A;B) � � � � � j~��nn � ~��nnj(A;B)� j~��11 � ~��11j1 � � � � � j~��nn � ~��nnjn= �(h�11; �11i; h~�; ~�i)� � � � � �(h�nn; �nni; h~�; ~�i)� �(h�11; �11i; h~�; ~�i)n:Now let X = (x1 � � � xn) be a unitary matrix with (~� ~A � ~� ~B)x1 = 0. Then byHadamard's inequalityjdet(~�A� ~�B)j � k(~�A� ~�B)x1k � � � � � k(~�A� ~�B)xnkBut k(~�A� ~�B)x1k = k[~�(A� ~A)� ~�(B � ~B)x1℄k = k(~�E � ~�F )x1k � k(E;F )k:On the other hand for i 6= 1 k(~�A� ~�B)xik � k(A;B)k:



4 Elsner's theorem for matrix penilsConsequently we have �(h�; �i; h~�; ~�i)n � k(A;B)kn�1k(E;F )k(A;B)n ;and (5) follows on taking nth roots.The proof is along the lines of Elsner's. As mentioned above we have to restrit(A;B) and ( ~A; ~B) to be regular, but there are no restritions on (E;F ). Of ourse, ifk(E;F )k < (A;B), then (3) implies that ( ~A; ~B) is regular.The hief di�erene between the two theorems is the appearane of (A;B) in (5).Divisors of this kind are ommon in generalized eigenvalue bounds, and they reet thefat that eigenvalues with small i [see (4)℄ are extremely sensitive to small perturbationsin the penil. In fat, in the theorem we ould replae (A;B) with mini i|giving apotentially sharper bound. Unfortunately, the i assoiated with a partiular eigenvaluean hange when the eigenvalue is moved to another plae in the generalized Shurdeomposition, so that the resulting bound would depend on the vagaries of how thedeomposition was omputed.Referenes[1℄ L. Elsner. An optimal bound for the spetral variation of two matries. LinearAlgebra and Its Appliations, 71:77{80, 1985.[2℄ Z. Jia and G. W. Stewart. On the onvergene of Ritz values, Ritz vetors, andre�ned Ritz vetors. Tehnial Report TR{3986, Department of Computer Siene,University of Maryland, College Park, 1999.[3℄ Z. Jia and G. W. Stewart. An analysis of the Rayleigh{Ritz method for approxi-mating eigenspaes. Mathematis of Computation, 70:637{647, 2001.[4℄ G. W. Stewart. Matrix Algorithms II: Eigensystems. SIAM, Philadelphia, 2001.[5℄ G. W. Stewart and J.-G. Sun. Matrix Perturbation Theory. Aademi Press, NewYork, 1990.


